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BERKELY PARK POOL OPENING AND RULES
The Berkeley Park pool opened one week before Memorial Day (Saturday, May 20) and will
close one week after Labor Day (Monday, Sep 12th) to provide full access to the pool for the
first and last holidays of the summer season. The Pool Committee has made several improvements this year including an automatic pool water filler, painting of the fence, dimmers for the
patio lights requested by the Social Committee, timers on the patio lights and fans and other miscellaneous repairs and maintenance. We had a stray dog sneak into the pool several times at this
year’s opening which is a serious Health Department violation and ask all users to help keep
pets from entering the pool area. Last year a party group had glass beverage containers poolside
which is another serious violation and would require the pool be drained and refilled if accidentally broken. Please help us by observing the following pool rules which are posted on the clubhouse bulletin board and our berkeleyparkhoa.com website.
Pool Rules:
WARNING: No life guard on duty.
No animals in the pool or on the pool deck (except for person requiring assist animals).
No horseplay or running around the pool area.
No food or drink in pool or pool deck.
No glasscontainers in the pool area.
No diving.
No loud music.
All children under 4 years to wear appropriate swimming diaper, rubber pants and flotation devices while in pool area.
No toys in pool, except for such designed for pool use.
Children under 14must be accompanied by an adult.
Residents and invited guests should have a pool key in their possession while using the pool as a
form of identification.
Pool Hours are from 9:00 a.m. until 10:00
p.m. every day. The pool house telephone
number is 675–1272.The kitchen and grille
are available to all residents (except during
prior reservations). So by simply using your
“pool key” you have access to these
wonderful resources to enjoy a relaxing event
at the clubhouse/pool. We encourage you to
use and enjoy the pool and clubhouse this
summer. Please clean up the pool and kitchen
after using. The Social Committee is planning
events at the clubhouse so neighbors can
meet and greet each other which will be
announced later.

If you have any questions
about your Association or
your dues, please contact
HOA Management at
(865)558-3030. We will be
glad to assist you!

Newton Calhoun
Rusty Walker
Craig Davis
Maria Elena Wallace
Bill Timm

Board of Directors
President
nmcalhoun@msn.com
Vice President
rustywalker777@yahoo.com
Treasurer
davisc3@yahoo.com
Member @ Large
mariaelena@charter.net
Member @ Large
william.timm@lpl.com
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COMMUNITY GARAGE SALE
Berkeley Park DCR’s do not prohibit garage sales but
we do encourage residents to participate in HOA
sponsored sales usually in the spring and fall rather
than having individual sales throughout the year. This
year, six families participated in a successful sale.
This reduces the amount of traffic and strangers in
the neighborhood throughout the year.
SPRING BERKLEY PARK BEAUTIFICATION
We would like to remind everyone again that it is time to paint mailboxes, mulch, prune, pull or spray weeds in beds,
replace dead plants and shrubbery and improve the appearance of their homes to maintain our high standards which
make Berkeley Park a beautiful neighborhood to live in. We will soon have a team making a courtesy review of the
common property and lots to leave courtesy checklists of areas that need attention to assist in this effort.
We're all very proud of Berkeley Park and the consistency of the yards and common areas. Over the next month we're
all asked to make an extra effort to get things back on track as part of homeowner’s responsibility to maintain your
property in a neat and attractive condition. Please look at your yard with a critical eye.These are some of the specific
suggestions:
1. Aerate and over seed your lawn. Aeration allows air, water and nutrients to penetrate the grassroots helping them
grow deeply and produce a stronger more vigorous lawn.The area between the street and the sidewalk is a particular
problem area. Please give it special attention. Beautiful lawns preserve the values to our neighborhood. We usually
have a group wide sign up in the fall at a discount rate for those who wish to have it done professionally.
2. Replace any trees or shrubs that have died.
3. Remove weeds from the beds, especially by the street.
4. If needed, add mulch to the beds especially in the front yards. Keep in mind that our covenants require 3 inches of
mulch.
5. Trim/prune shrubs, hedges and trees as needed. There are several cases where shrubs and tree limbs hang over the
sidewalk. These are a particular problem.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

MAILBOXES
The pineapple toppers on our iconic Berkeley Park mailboxes are a key feature which adds a neat and attractive appearance to our neighborhood. They take a lot of abuse from the sun and bird droppings giving them a
weathered look. Some have a faded bleached look and others a dark stained appearance and others various
shades of gold in between.
The gold leaf coating does not stick well to the pineapple surface. Some are over fifteen years old making them
difficult to maintain. As a result, we have many colors of gold pineapples detracting from our curb appeal. This
summer, as a one time effort, HOA Management will prep, clean, prime with a bonding agent and gold leaf
coat the pineapples for all homeowners at HOA expense to give us a consistent neat and attractive appearance. HOA Management will also be available to paint individual mailboxes at a group discount rate to be determined, based on the number of residents who sign up. Details will be announced later. DIY homeowners can
obtain the official cream and green paint free of charge from linbudlong@tds.net or 803-8752.
Our major 2017 goal is to increase the Berkeley Park curb appeal and maintain a lasting first impression to sustain our property values and help homeowners who are reselling their homes.
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LANDSCAPING SERVICES
One of the most popular amenities in Berkeley Park is the mowing and other lawn services provided by the HOA
to homeowners. We have a contract with Volunteer Lawn to mow weekly when needed; trim and edge buildings,
walkways, curbs and shrubs/trees; clean up sticks, limbs, and grass clippings; and apply fertilizer/emergent 3
times a year. Volunteer also mows, mulches, prunes and provides weed/pest control for the common areas.
Grass will be cut every seven (7) days during growing season, unless conditions such as dry weather or extremely wet grounds would do harm to the lawns, or as occasionally needed as determined by the Board to stay
within the budgeted number of mowings for the year. The mowing season is normally late March to late November but depends on weather conditions and varies year to year. Our policy is to mow the week before major national holidays in case the actual holiday week is skipped due to rain or drought. We will mow all lots when the
majority need it and do not partially mow some lots and not others. This year our scheduled day is Wednesday
as other neighborhoods fill up Volunteer Lawn’s other days of the week. If you have locked gates please call
Volunteer Lawn to make access arrangements or leave the gate unlocked. A combination or keypad lock is recommended so you can give them the code.
Volunteer Lawn also provides extra landscape services for residents at competitive prices upon request at their
expense and gives free estimates. We encourage homeowners to use their services if they wish to do so.
They specialize in the following types of landscape maintenance services:
 Aeration, overseeding.
 Irrigation winterization, start up and repairs.
 Trimming/pruning shrubs and hedges.
 Remove/replacing dead plants and shrubbery.
 Mulch.
 Leaf removal.
TRASH SERVICE
Our DC&R’s require all homeowners in Berkeley Park are to hire the same company to perform garbage service in order
to minimize the number and frequency of garbage removal vehicles in the neighborhood and limit the days trash containers are visible. Some homeowners prefer to carry their trash and recyclables to the free local Knox County Solid Waste
Convenience Center at 10618 Dutchtown Road in Farragut.
We received several complaints at the last annual homeowner’s meeting about the extra heavy truck traffic and visible
trash containers causing an eyesore to the neighborhood by a few residents using a different trash service. We reviewed
prices with both companies and renewed an agreement with Waste Connection which provided the best overall value
and required the least amount of residents to change. Our current group rate with Waste Connections is $42.30 trash
only and $56.11trash and recycle quarterly. If you are still currently using another service, please change to Waste Connections (865-522-8161) and ask for the Berkeley Park discounted preferred customer group rate. We have also asked
active listing realtors to notify buyers at closing of the proper trash service. At the next annual meeting we will discuss
any suggestions or reasons to change to an another company when the contract is renegotiated and reach consensus on
homeowner preferences for trash services. We would like to thank those who have already switched to WCI or are in the
transition process during the grace period.
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PET ETIQUETTE
We have received several complaints about dogs walking off-leash in Berkeley Park and some are being left outside
unattended and barking for long periods of time. You can train and socialize your dog not to bark and there are all kinds
of practical solutions available such as E-collars. Visit knoxsheriff.org and young-williams.org for information and resources.
Several residents are also concerned about the very large dog being tied up and escaping and trying to jump on
neighbors and visitors posing a danger of knocking them down. Please be advised that this is against the rules and regulations of the Berkeley Park HOA and is also against the Knox County Code referring to animals causing nuisances to
neighbors. Berkeley park is a pet friendly neighborhood and we ask that you be a responsible pet owner and not a disturbance and nuisance to your neighbors.
TRAFFIC CALMING
The Berkeley Park HOA, on behalf of several residents’ concerns, requested that the north intersection of Prince George Parish and
Belle Grove near I-40 be upgraded from a 2-way to a 4-way stop. Since the original 2 stop signs on Belle Grove were installed,
Berkeley Park has been almost fully developed and Prince George Parish Drive extended to serve as the entrance to the Battery
which is also well under development. From St. John Court to Cotton Blossom Lane, Prince George Parish is a long 3 block stretch of
road through a very heavily populated residential neighborhood with children playing, riding bicycles and waiting on school buses.
There is a blind hill east of where the additional signs are needed and no other stop sign on this section of road until it’s dead-end
in the Battery.
The Town of Farragut Engineering Staff responded that it is obligated to follow guidelines provided in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), which is essentially the “Bible” of traffic control. The MUTCD strictly discourages the use of stop signs
as a means of slowing traffic on the major roadway (in this case, Prince George Parish, which carries the heavier traffic load). The
reason is that when a driver on the major roadway approaches a multi-way (four-way) stop at an intersection with a minor street
(Belle Grove), the driver begins to notice the rarity of another vehicle entering from the minor roadway. If this is a normal route for
the driver, they will often begin to “roll through” the intersection without stopping, as they become accustomed to seeing no other
vehicle on the minor route. Eventually, they may simply blow through the intersection without even slowing down. This is actually
a more dangerous situation than not having the stop sign at all, as the occasional vehicle on the minor street is given a false sense
of security about the approach of a vehicle on the major roadway, assuming the oncoming vehicle will stop. For this reason, engineers will rarely install multi-way stop signs at these intersections unless the intersection meets “warrants” outlined in the MUTCD.
These warrants are essentially volume thresholds that most subdivision side streets do not meet.
If Berkeley Park feels that vehicles on this portion of Prince George Parish Drive are traveling too fast, The Town of Farragut can
conduct a speed study and determine whether or not traffic calming measures (such as speed cushions) are warranted. If you wish
to apply for such consideration, our Traffic Calming Policy can be found at http://www.townoffarragut.org/DocumentCenter/
View/179. The request must come from your HOA Boardand the necessary application can be found at http://
www.townoffarragut.org/DocumentCenter/View/180. Again, I can certainly understand your residents’ desire for a multi-way stop
at this location, but I cannot approve the installation. If you wish to request traffic calming measures, we will be happy to conduct a
speed study to determine eligibility.
Sincerely, Darryl Smith, PE Town Engineer.
The board feels this speed study issue needs to be discussed with homeowners at the October Annual Meeting. We need to
determine whether there is solid support to insure 65% of all homeowners will return “YES” votes to The Town of Farragut. We
need to know if homeowners want the board torequest a study and that they are willing to serve on the study team and put a lot
of time and effort into the process.
Please observe the 25mph speed limit in our neighborhood!

Have a Safe and Happy Summer!

